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OtherLife Technology
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- Ren: A programming prodigy, took her father's work to 

create OtherLife bio-software

- Jared: Ren’s brother who got put into a coma from a scuba 

diving accident

- Byron: OtherLife worker, tests the product with Ren

- Ren’s Father: Leaded the research and discovery 

for OtherLife’s technology

- Danny: Ren’s Boyfriend, also works at her OtherLife

- Sam: The other co-founder of OtherLife, wants to 

use OtherLife for purposes Ren disagrees with
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Plot

- Ren uses her bio-software to relive the 

accident

- Creating experience for her brother

- Testing bio-software

- Sam and Ren disagreeAct I

- Introduction of characters, 

and the bio-software

Act II

- Danny dies, Ren gets cornered by 

Sam

Act III

- Ren goes under human trial, 

interactivity found to be possible
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Plot

- Danny takes an untested sample and dies from a 

seizure

- Sam persuades to drop charges for Ren

- Ren undergoes solitary confinement trial for 365 

days

- She breaks out of her cell, but later realizes the 

cell was a real building

- Ren the goes on to find out what happened to her 

company and makes amends with her father

- She then wakes up, realizing that it was a glitch 

and the entire experience was OtherLife

Act I

- Introduction of characters, and 

the bio-software

Act II

- Danny dies, Ren gets 

cornered by Sam

Act III

- Ren goes under human trial, 

interactivity found to be possible
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Plot

- Sam, Byron and Ren find that interactivity 

is possible within the experiences

- Sam forces Ren into another cycle hoping 

to find data that correlates with the 

interactivity

- Ren escapes the experience again and 

tackles Sam, putting him into his own 365-

day cycle

- Sam recovers, but Ren leaves the company

- Ren and her father decide to terminate 

Jared’s life support

Act I
- Introduction of characters, and 
the bio-software

Act II
- Danny dies, Ren gets cornered by 
Sam

Act III
- Ren goes under human trial, 

interactivity found to be 
possible
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“I started OtherLife. I was going to do what he 
couldn’t. I was going to bring my brother back 
and we would be a family again”
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Virtual Reality

Ren attempts to bring her brother back 

through the experiences.

Jared’s eye twitches, “tricks me too 

sometimes”

Alzheimer’s. ALS, dementia?

Burn victims treated with VR to help reduce 

pain during surgery. Reduces activity related 

to pain in the brain [1]

Fear of public speaking can be improved [1]
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“fear-provoking 
stimuli similar that 
mimic their real 
world experiences.” 
[1]

MRI imaging shows decrease in 

brain activity

Immersion in a 3D, VR world, 

more effective than 2D video 

games [1]
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Virtual Reality
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“technology is constructing increasingly lonely 

worlds for humans to inhabit”[4]. based on 

Kelley Eskridge’s Solitaire

“the central idea of virtual confinement, and 

Ren’s emotional journey are what I thought was 

important to carry over into the film” [5] - Kelley 

Eskridge



“we are here to broaden minds, 
not confine them”

- REN AMARI
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Negatives of VR

“Prolonged exposures could lead to a range 

of physical symptoms from arrhythmia to 

seizures, even brain death” – Dr. Amari

“Trapped by the fantasy, and disassociate 

from reality all together” – Drug 

Administration Interviewer

Cybersickness

Virtual confinement

Addiction [3]
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Negatives of 
VR

Addiction to VR

Neglect the real world

Incidents where players develop serious 

medical issues, or even death by not caring 

for themselves

Forget about children

“Engrossing”

DSM-5, (300.6) 

Depersonalization detachment or 

unreality of one’s own thoughts 

and feelings

Derealization

detachment or feeling of unreality 

of the environment
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Nanotechnology
Deals with materials and interactions at a low level. 

Nanotechnology is on the borders between physics, 

chemistry, biology, and engineering sciences. 

The example of technology we are going to be focusing 

on is neural implants [9]

What is it?
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Neural Implants

A neural implant is a device that contacts tissues that contain neurons 

Neural implants can affect any part of the nervous system

Common use is for deep brain stimulation to reduce symptoms of brain disorders and physical 

ailments

Neural Implants are invasive [8]
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Relation Between OtherLife and 
Nanotechnology

Ren continuously says that it is "Just 

Code"

OtherLife also monitors brain activity
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Human 
Testing
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They must use human testing in order to test the 

OtherLife code.

Using human testing to see if a person can control a 

robotic arm just by thinking about it.

Paralyzed participant is able to feel the objects being 

held by the robotic arm. [6]

Human testing of the confinement program of OtherLife



Conclusions

Virtual Reality can be used to help treat patients.

Virtual Reality is creating increasingly lonely worlds.

Nanotechnology can be used to treat many illnesses better than ever before.

Neural Implants are limited because of their invasiveness.

Human testing can be useful, but you must be prepared to deal with the ethical consequences
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